Abstract. Programming-by-Example (PBE) systems synthesize an intended program in some (relatively constrained) domain-specific language from a small number of input-output examples provided by the user. In this paper, we motivate and define the problem of quantitative PBE (qPBE) that relates to synthesizing an intended program over an underlying (real world) programming language that also minimizes a given quantitative cost function. We present a modular approach for solving qPBE that consists of three phases: intent disambiguation, global search, and local search. On two concrete objectives, namely program performance and size, our qPBE procedure achieves 1.53X and 1.26X improvement respectively over the baseline FlashFill PBE system, averaged over 701 benchmarks. Our detailed experiments validate the design of our procedure and show value of combining global and local search for qPBE.
Introduction
Programming-by-Example (PBE) systems synthesize an intended program in an underlying domain-specific language from a small number of input-output examples provided by the user [9] . Various PBE systems have been successfully deployed in practice; e.g., the FlashFill feature in Microsoft Excel for performing string transformations [8] , the Extract-from-Web feature in PowerBI for extracting tables from web pages [18] , and the ConvertFrom-String cmdlet in Powershell for extracting tables from custom text files [13] . These systems are popular with end users, who want to automate their one-off repetitive tasks on small amounts of data, where correctness can be verified quickly by examining the output.
Unfortunately, the PBE formalism does not provide the user any control on the nature of the synthesized program. For example, data scientists who deal with large data would like to direct a PBE system to generate efficient programs; while developers who would like to incorporate synthesized programs as a part of their source code would prefer that PBE systems generate small/readable programs in a specific programming language.
We model these new requirements on synthesized programs as quantitative objectives and define the quantitative PBE problem (qPBE). The qPBE problem asks a synthesizer to not only synthesize the intended program in a rich target language, but to also produce a program that optimizes a given cost function. Our solution methodology is to leverage existing PBE solvers, which are adept at synthesizing the intended program from a small number of input-output examples by leveraging a ranking function over programs, albeit in a relatively constrained domain-specific language (DSL). There are two key challenges to take care of: how to account for the cost function that expresses the quantitative objective, and how to leverage constructs from the rich target language that can further improve the quantitative objective.
Our approach for qPBE uses three phases to solve the problem. We first invoke the PBE solver to generate an intended program in the DSL from the small number of input-output examples. We use this intended program to generate a more complete specification in the form of a larger set of examples. The goal of the first phase is intent disambiguation using a small number of examples.
Our first key idea is to replace the ranking function of the PBE solver by a custom cost function tuned towards optimizing the objective of qPBE. Hence, in the second phase, we re-invoke the PBE solver, but with the more comprehensive set of examples (which avoids the need for the intent-based ranking function) and using the objective-based ranking function. This step performs a global search on the space of DSL programs, and yields a correct program in the DSL that is also optimal with respect to the cost function.
Our second key idea is to bridge the gap between the constrained DSL and the desired target language by means of rewrite rules that describe transformations from the DSL to expressions that have natural translation to the target language. These rewrite rules are not semantics-preserving in general, but only when the inputs satisfy some preconditions. We apply the rewrites to the program generated in Phase 2 only when they are sound and objective-decreasing. Thus, the third phase performs local search starting from the program generated in Phase 2 to get the final program in the target language.
We evaluate our 3-phase approach on synthesis of small (and hence readable) and efficient string manipulation programs in Python from input-output examples. We leverage the FlashFill PBE synthesizer for this purpose, which operates over a constrained domain-specific language that includes operators like substring, concatenate, case conversion, and date parsing. We show that our methodology generates programs that are significantly smaller and more efficient than those produced by the stand alone invocation of the FlashFill synthesizer. For the performance and program size objectives, respectively, we generate programs that are 2 − 3 orders of magnitude faster and 1 order of magnitude smaller than the ones produced by FlashFill.
Motivating Example
Consider the data transformation task shown in Figure 1 -the user wants to transform the input sentence fragments on the left to the output on the right. The promise of the PBE paradigm is this: if a user can provide a few examples of this transformation, the PBE synthesizer will automatically figure out the user's intent and produce a program that can perform the transformation in general.
Providing a single example to the FlashFill PBE system produces the program in Figure 2 , which correctly performs the user-intended transformation. This program is very unlike any program that would be written by a human programmer 1 def parse_ datetime (x , regex_str ) : 2 posix_format = { 3 " year ": "% Y " , " month ": "% m " , " day ": "% d " , " day_of_week ": "% a " 4 . . . 5 } 6 match = regex . fullmatch ( regex_str , x ) 7 fmt_str , val_str = "" , "" 8 for k , v in match . groupdict () . items () : 9 fmt_str += posix_format [ k ] + " " 10 val_str += v + " " 11 return datetime . datetime . strptime ( val_str , fmt_str ) 12 13 def transform ( x ) : 14 r1 = # regex for matching a comma and / or the string " and "
15
# surrounded by arbitrary amounts of whitespace . 16 r2 = # regex for matching a date in multiple formats . for the same task-a human programmer might write a program that is closer to the one in Figure 3 . Hurdles to adoption of PBE. The difference between these programs illustrate some of the major hurdles facing a more widespread adoption of PBE among data scientists and programmers. Not only is P 3 more readable and compact than P 1 , but also significantly more efficient. Readable and efficient programs are more likely to be used in practice because:
(a) when using PBE to perform data preparation or data processing, a user is often directly paying for the computation time, and given the prevalence of multi-terabyte datasets and streaming data in this domain, even small improvements in performance correspond to big reduction in operating costs, (b) compactness and readability of a program is a proxy for its maintainability, which is extremely desirable for expert programmers, who often do not trust (PBE) systems that produce unreadable code.
Why are PBE produced programs different? Before we address the question of making PBE produced programs more compact and efficient, let us first examine why PBE programs are the way they are. We frame these reasons in the context of the differences between P 1 and P 3 .
PBE programs are general. The first significant difference between P 1 and P 3 is manner in which the 2 nd date is extracted. Program P 1 locates this substring by using a combination of searches for the constant "and" surrounded by arbitrary white space and a regular expression representing dates in different formats. On the other hand, the P 3 just picks the sub-string between indices 15 and 25.
The difference here is generality: P 1 works on a larger variety of inputs. For example, P 1 can handle the input "CAV 2019 is between 23/07/2019 and 26/7/2019 and is in NYU." in a correct manner, while P 3 clearly does not. The PBE synthesizer has generalized the program to handle a large variety of inputs, as it does not know the kind of inputs the program is meant to handle ahead of time. On the other hand, the human programmer knows the input format, and has optimized the program for it.
PBE systems use a domain-specific language. The second significant difference between P 1 and P 3 is the handling of date-time operations. Program P 3 uses simple calls to the native Python date-time library, while P 1 uses a complex wrapper. This wrapper is present because PBE synthesizers generate programs in a domain-specific language optimized for synthesis, which are then translated to Python. The DSL has its own operators because it needs to support efficient synthesis on the task domain, which is best done by being agnostic to the target languages.
PBE synthesizers optimize for user interaction. A third, more subtle reason why P 1 is different from P 3 is not apparent from the programs themselves, but the process by which FlashFill produced P 1 . FlashFill picked P 1 over other similarly general programs due to its ranking function-PBE synthesizers often produce a large number of candidate programs and pick one. Most PBE ranking functions are optimized to converge in on user intent with the fewest examples. This UX oriented factor underlies both the generality of programs, the design of the DSL, as well as other artifacts of PBE-produced programs.
Optimizing PBE-produced programs. We address the problem of optimizing PBE programs (in particular, for compactness and performance). The three points mentioned above, in a manner of speaking, act as constraints to any PBE optimization procedure: (a) We want to minimize the number of examples required to converge to the user intent. (b) The "PBE" part of the optimization procedure has to operate on a DSL, while optimal programs go beyond the DSL. (c) The "generality towards inputs" issue can only be solved by specifying the set of intended inputs.
To this end we use a three-phase optimization procedure: the procedure is given a set of examples E as usual, and in addition, a set of inputs pre (explicit or symbolic) on which the synthesized program is expected to work on.
-The first phase is a standard PBE run to produce a program. This step solves the issue of minimizing user interaction. On our example task, FlashFill produces P 1 .
-The program P 1 acts as an equivalence specification on pre for the second phase, i.e., we want the program generated by the second phase to be behaviorally equivalent to P 1 on inputs in pre. In the second phase, we use a PBE synthesizer with a compactness or performance-based ranking function to produce a program P 12 . This P 12 is still a program in the DSL-it does not use optimal target language specific operators. -In the third phase, P 12 is rewritten via local enumerative search; Subexpressions in P 12 are rewritten with more optimal sub-expressions from the target language to obtain P 123 . Again, P 123 needs to behave as P 12 on pre. On our running example, P 12 (shown in Appendix A) uses the more optimal method (indexing between 15 and 25) to select the date, but still uses DSL specific date-time operations. These DSL specific operations are then rewritten to native Python function calls in the third phase-in our evaluation, P 123 was identical to P 3 shown in Figure 3 . As per our measurements, P 123 is 2.79X faster than P 1 and 1.62X faster than P 12 on the given data-set.
The General Quantitative PBE Problem
The goal of Programming-by-example (PBE) is to synthesize a program p -that transforms values from an input domain D i to values in an output domain D ofrom an incomplete specification given as a small set of input-output examples E. The synthesized program p is expected to work correctly not only on the inputs in E, but also on a larger set pre of inputs (that includes the inputs in E). The set pre may be represented as an explicit enumeration of its elements (as is the case in our experiments), or it could be represented symbolically. Let φ pre : pre → D o be an unknown (or black-box) function that can be queried to provide the correct (or user-intended) output for a specific input i ∈ pre. Assume that the results of any queries (on φ pre ) made by a PBE algorithm are accumulated in the set of input-output examples E ⊆ pre × D o . In other words, we have for every (i, o) ∈ E, φ pre (i) = o. The objective of PBE is to synthesize a program that meets the specification φ pre , while minimizing |E|. It is important to minimize |E| because the user is expected to play the role of φ pre , and the goal is to minimize the cognitive load on the user.
There is plenty of existing work that addresses the PBE challenge. In this paper, we are interested in an extension of the problem where the user is not interested in just any program p that is correct on the input set pre, but a program that is also optimal with respect to some user-defined metric. Specifically, the user wants a program p in a real-world target language (e.g., Python, Java, etc.), say PL, that minimizes a given cost function c. The cost function maps a program in the target language PL to a nonnegative real number. Thus, the user wants to minimize (a) the number of examples in E that need to be provided, as well as (b) the cost c(p) of the synthesized program p.
The solution strategy that we propose in this paper is applicable to any suitably defined quantitative cost metric. However, in this paper we consider two specific cost metrics: performance and size of the generated program in the target language Python. The motivation for performance is clear: users want to run the synthesized programs -often in cloud computing environments -on large datasets -which can contain millions of rows -and wish to minimize resource utilization, and hence cost. The motivation for minimizing size comes from generating programs that are easier for the user to quickly read, understand, and possibly even edit. While size is not a sole contributor to a program's readability, it is a well-defined quantitative metric that we use as a proxy for readability, and as a first approximation.
Formally, we study the following general quantitative PBE (qPBE) problem.
Definition 1 (qPBE).
Let PL be a fixed target language. Let c : PL → R + be a fixed cost function that maps programs in PL to a non-negative cost. Let D i and D o be the domains of input and output values respectively. Let pre ⊆ D i be a symbolic or explicitly enumerated restriction (or precondition) on D i . Let φ pre : pre → D o be an implicit and unknown function that describes the inputoutput behavior of a desired program.
} be a small set of input-output pairs that are obtained by invoking φ pre for specific values i ∈ pre. Then, the qPBE problem is to find a program p ∈ PL such that (1) (Correctness) p satisfies the specification φ pre ; i.e, ∀i ∈ pre.p(i) = φ pre (i), (2) (PBE objective) |E| is minimal, i.e., the number of queries made to φ pre during the process of finding p is minimal, and (3) (Cost objective) the cost c(p) of the synthesized program p is minimal (among all programs that satisfy the correctness objective).
Note that the qPBE problem involves optimizing for two objectives, where one objective is inherited from PBE, and the other is a cost objective. The PBE objective is a requirement for the synthesis algorithm to be effective, whereas the cost objective is a requirement on the output of the synthesis algorithm. So, even though the qPBE problem appears to be a multi-objective optimization problem, the two objectives live in different dimensions and we exploit this separation in our solution. Our high-level approach for qPBE relies on solvers for the PBE problem, and hence we briefly 1 discuss the workings of a PBE engine. PBE engines achieve the goal of learning from as few examples as possible by using a ranking function that orders programs (in the set of all programs that are consistent with the few examples provided) by their estimated likelihood of being the user-intended program. Hence, modern PBE systems can be viewed as learners that do not leverage knowledge of pre, but only take a set of examples and a ranker and return the highest ranked program that is consistent with the set of examples.
An Overview of PBE Systems
A PBE system (shown in Figure 4 ) is parameterized by a domain specific language (DSL) L, and a ranking function rank. Given a set of input-output examples E, the PBE synthesizer returns the top-ranked program (with respect to rank) in L that satisfies all of the input-output examples in E.
Domain Specific Language (DSL) L. A DSL is used to restrict the search space for a synthesizer and consists of a set of operators along with a grammar. We assume that the DSL is specified as a context free grammar (CFG) with a designated start symbol. Given a CFG L, we define prog(L) to be the set of all programs derivable from the start symbol of L. Further, we define subprog(L) to be the set of all (sub)programs derivable from any terminal or non-terminal symbol in L. The start symbol of this grammar is e, which can expand to either a single string f or a concatenation of two or more strings (via the rule e := concat (f, e)). The symbol f can in turn expand to either a constant string (represented as constr(s)), or a substring of some string in the input. The symbol ss represents a substring of a string from the input array, which can be computed using the start and end positions (represented by the symbol pp). The positions themselves can either be absolute positions or regular expression based positions. Finally, the symbols k, idx, r and s are terminal symbols, and in is the designated input symbol.
Ranking Function. A ranking function rank for a DSL L is defined as a map from subprog(L) to R + . Ranking functions are used in PBE systems to impose some ordering on the L-(sub)programs. They may also be used to prune parts of search space of possible programs when only a top-ranked program is desired. Recall that a PBE system is expected to work with a partial specification. When given only a few examples, there may exist a large number of semantically distinct programs in L that are all consistent with the given examples. The default ranker in a PBE system is often highly-tuned to choose one program that is most likely to produce results a user might expect when executed on new and unseen data; that is, the default rankers are designed to work with minimal example sets E, while still generating programs that meet φ.
A High-Level Approach for qPBE
Our high-level approach consists of reusing existing PBE engines to handle the PBE objective, as well as a part of the cost objective, and using rewriting to eventually optimize the cost on the target language PL. Since existing PBE technology is unlikely to work directly on the grammar for PL, we design a domain-specific language L to perform synthesis, and then extend the solution on L to a solution over PL. In detail, the high-level approach starts with the qPBE problem from Definition 1 and performs the following steps manually:
1. Design a DSL, L e , whose programs translate to a program in PL using a translator, translate : prog(L e ) → PL. The translator is semantics preserving. 2. The DSL L e may not be ideal for synthesis using a PBE engine. Pick a sub-DSL, L, of L e , such that synthesis can be efficiently performed on L using a PBE engine. One can view L e as extending L with constructs and standard library routines of the target language PL that will be useful in translating a program in prog(L) to a program in PL. 3. Design a ranker rank PBE : subprog(L) → R + that is optimized for solving PBE on L. In other words, rank PBE is designed to find the user-intended program (in prog(L)) using as few examples as possible. 4. Using the cost metric c, which is defined on programs in PL, design a ranker
Design a set RR of rewrite rules from programs in L to programs in L e such that with each rule ρ ≡ p → p , there is an associated precondition ψ ρ such that p |= φ ⇒ p |= φ whenever the inputs in φ satisfy the precondition ψ ρ .
Note that the rewrite rules are not semantic-preserving in general, but they are designed so that whenever the inputs satisfy some precondition, the rewritten program's behavior matches that of the original program. In theory, we can include any rewrite rule in RR since ψ ρ can always be picked to be the empty set in the worst-case. In practice, it may be desirable to restrict the size of RR and the nature of the rewrite rules in RR to ensure an efficient implementation.
These steps are performed manually for the fixed target language PL and cost metric c. In many cases, one can re-use existing DSLs. For example, when the target language changes, we could reuse the same L e , L, and the rewrite rules RR, and just change the translator translate. When solving a new qPBE problem, in practice, we perform the meta-procedure above as follows: (1) use an existing DSL and its default ranker as L and rank PBE respectively, (2) write a baseline translator translate to go from L to the target language PL, (3) in the first attempt, use L also as L e , and empty set RR = ∅ of rewrite rules, (4) design the ranking function rank c based on cost metric c. We start with this solution, and experimentally evaluate the difference between the program generated using the above choices and the desired program. The desired program can be obtained by mining source code repositories, using user studies, or plain manual inspection. If the desired output programs contain language features that do not have a direct analogue in L, then we extend L to L e and write (unsound) rewrite rules for going from L to L e , while also extending the translator and rank c . After the above meta-steps, we get a specific and concrete qPBE problem. Inputs : L, L e , translate, rankPBE, rankc, RR, E, pre Output : A program P as described in Definition 1.
7 return translate(p3)
qPBE Modulo PBE
In this section, we define a concrete and specific class of qPBE problem. We assume that we are given a PBE engine, PBE, that is parameterized by a DSL and a ranking function (as shown in Figure 4 ).
Definition 2 (qPBE/PBE).
The qPBE/PBE problem instance is an instance of the qPBE problem, defined in Definition 1, where we are additionally given the following artifacts designed based on the target language PL and cost metric c:
(1) the DSL L and its extension L e , (2) a ranker rank PBE on L that optimizes for the number of examples required to disambiguate user-intent, (3) a ranker rank c on L e that optimizes for the cost of the translated program, (4) a set RR of rewrite rules from programs in L to programs in L e , and (5) a translator translate from L e to the target language PL.
An Algorithm for qPBE/PBE
We describe our solution to the qPBE/PBE problem. In the rest of this paper, we assume that a PBE system can be used to synthesize the top-ranked program in a DSL L given input-output examples E and a ranking function rank. Specifically, we assume we have access to a procedure call synthesize(E, L, rank), which returns the top-ranked program in prog(L) with respect to rank that satisfies E.
Three-Phase Algorithm for qPBE/PBE
The procedure for qPBE/PBE, presented in Algorithm 1, consists of three phases. The objective of the first phase, Intent Disambiguation, is to obtain a close approximation (in the form of a large number of input-output examples) of the complete specification φ pre using as few examples as possible. The second phase, Global Search, finds a candidate program that is "close" to being optimal from the global search space. The third phase, Local Search, performs local rewrites to the program found in the second phase to yield an optimal program.
Intent Disambiguation. In the first phase, we use the PBE engine to solve the PBE problem contained in the qPBE problem. Specifically, we synthesize a program p 1 over the DSL L while minimizing the number of input-output examples in E, using a ranker rank PBE optimized for learning the user-intended program (i.e. program that satisfies the user-intended specification φ pre ). The PBE engine can fail to find a program, in which case the whole process terminates with failure. This happens when there is no program in prog(L) that satisfies all the input-output examples in E. However, when this is not the case, the PBE engine will find a program p 1 . Now, p 1 is the program predicted to be most likely to match the user's intent by the ranker rank PBE . Thus, any program p that is behaviorally equivalent to p 1 on pre should also match the user's intent just as well. We leverage this intuition, and use p 1 to create a set of input-output examples that comprises an equivalence specification E ≡ : the output corresponding to each input i ∈ pre is simply p 1 (i). However, executing p 1 on the entire set pre defeats the point: why bother with finding a better program if the desired data transformation task has already been accomplished, by running p 1 on the entire set of inputs pre? To avoid this, we instead construct E ≡ by executing p 1 on a small and representative sample of pre, as shown in line 4 in Algorithm 1. A representative sample can be obtained by first clustering the input data using a technique like FlashProfile [15] , and then performing a stratified sampling over the clusters.
Global Search. We could translate p 1 to a program translate(p 1 ) in PL. However, the cost c(p 1 ) of this program is unlikely to be low. After all, p 1 was derived completely independently of c. Hence, in the second phase, we use the ranking function rank c (which is based on the cost function c) to do a global search over prog(L) to find a program p 2 which is behaviorally equivalent to p 1 , but is optimal with respect to c, as shown in line 5 in Algorithm 1. Note that the PBE engine can use any method to perform synthesis; for instance, even though it has access to a large set of input-output examples, the PBE engine can still use the Counter-example Guided Inductive Synthesis [21] paradigm and incrementally expand the set of examples actually used in the synthesis.
Local Search. The last phase of our quantitative PBE synthesis procedure involves rewriting the program p 2 computed by the global search phase to an optimal program in the DSL L e . Recall that p 2 is a program in DSL L, but the target language is not L. The grammar L e , which is closer to the grammar for the target language PL, may contain function symbols that have no direct counterparts in L. Hence, going from L to L e , exposes opportunities for optimization, which are leveraged in the third phase. We call this phase local search since it does not significantly change the overall logic of the program p 2 , but only maps it into a program p 3 ∈ prog(L e ) such that p 3 can be translated into a higher ranked program in PL, than p 2 , with respect to rank c .
A final key and interesting insight is that the third phase is yet another synthesis problem, but with a slightly different formulation. Recall that we have a set of rewrite rules RR that consist of possible transformations that may be done on a program when going from L to L e . The search space of possible programs is defined as the set of all programs reachable from the starting term p 2 using the rewrite rules RR. From this space, we need to find one that satisfies E ≡ and is highest ranked by the ranker rank c .
Definition 3 (Local qPBE)
. Given a signature F of function symbols and constants, an initial term t constructed using the signature F , rewrite rules RR that transform a term to another term, a ranker rank c that maps terms to rationals, and an input-output example based equivalence specification E ≡ , Local qPBE seeks to find a term t reachable from t using zero or more applications of rules in RR such that (1) t satisfies the equivalence specification E ≡ , and (2) the term t is highest ranked term in the reachable set.
The symbols in F are assumed to have executable (operational) semantics. This allows us to determine if a given term meets a given specification by just computing the interpretation of the term on the input.
A naive procedure for solving the local qPBE problem is as follows: enumerate the reachable terms and prune out the terms that are either not correct (do not satisfy the specification) or are lower in rank. Some PBE engines that support enumerative search (bottom up synthesis) can be adapted to solve the local qPBE synthesis problem. Let enumerative synth(E ≡ , L e , rank c , p, RR) denote a enumerative search based synthesis procedure that solves the local qPBE problem. We use this procedure to perform the final local search. If p 3 is the program in L synthesized by the enumerative search procedure, then we return translate(p 3 ) as the final answer to the user. Remark 1. Why not simply perform the global search over L e , and skip the local search phase? In general, synthesis over L e may not be feasible. First, a general purpose L e will induce a significantly larger search space. Second, most program synthesis techniques require additional properties over the language: For example, FlashFill and FlashMeta require operators to have inverse semantics [17] ; Sketch and SyGuS solvers require operators to be encodable in a decidable SMT theory.
What if representative sample(pre) does not yield a truly representative sample? In this case, our approach (and any PBE approach for that matter) may not yield a program that matches the user's intent. PBE systems provide very weak guarantees in general: the end-user is the best judge of correctness.
Correctness
We denote by φ sample , the specification φ pre , restricted to a representative sample of pre, i.e., φ sample (i) = φ pre (i) iff i ∈ representative sample(pre) and ⊥ otherwise. We first note that the quantitative synthesis procedure is sound: the output program satisfies the specification φ sample . Proposition 1. If the PBE synthesis procedure, synthesize, and the enumerative search procedure, enumerative synth, both return a program that satisfies the specification, then the output of the quantitative synthesis procedure also satisfies the specification. Furthermore, the number of input-output examples used by the quantitative synthesis procedure shown in Algorithm 1 is equal to the number used in the first phase by the underlying PBE engine.
In general, the final output program of synthesize is not guaranteed to be the minimum cost correct program. However, under some reasonable assumptions, we can still make certain completeness claims. [17] . If the language generated by L is finite, and if the ranking function rank is monotonic, then, for any set of input-output examples E, synthesize(E, L, rank) returns the highest ranked (with respect to rank) correct program, and consequently, Program p 2 computed on Line 5 of Algorithm 1 is the highest ranked -with respect to rank c -correct program in L.
Finally, we can derive the following result about the correctness of Algorithm 1 from Propositions 1 and 2. Theorem 1. Under the assumptions of Proposition 1 and Proposition 2, and the assumptions about the inputs outlined in the meta-procedure in Section 3.2, Algorithm 1 is terminating, and the output prog = translate(p 2 ) of Algorithm 1 is a program in language PL that satisfies the specification φ, and has a cost that is minimum in the set
We finally note an efficient way to perform enumerative search in the case when the rewrite rules RR satisfy certain conditions. Proposition 3. If every p ∈ PL has a preimage p − ∈ prog(L e ) s.t. translate(p − ) = p, and if the range of rank 2 contains only fixed precision rationals, then the procedure enumerative search is terminating. Furthermore, if the subset of rewrite rules RR that are rank increasing (cost decreasing) is confluent, then the procedure can be performed efficiently in time O(k|RR|), where k is the number of successful rewrites applied by the procedure and |RR| is the size of rewrite system.
Experimental Evaluation
We evaluated our proposed methodology with respect to two quantitative objectives -program performance and program size. The base PBE synthesizer for our evaluation is the FlashFill PBE system. Our benchmarks consist of 701 text transformation tasks derived from both academic and industry sources. The target programs for these tasks include string, sub-string, regex operations, as well as operations on number and date parsing and formatting.
Our experiments are designed to answer the following research questions. RQ1: How effective is Algorithm 1 at optimizing the two objectives? Informally, what is the improvement seen in program size and program performance on using Algorithm 1 over standard PBE? RQ2: What is the importance of each phase of Algorithm 1? Through ablation studies, we examine whether any of the phases of Algorithm 1 can be skipped, while obtaining the same performance and size gains. RQ3: What is the overhead of using Algorithm 1 over standard PBE?
Methodology and Measurements. Our experimental set-up is presented in Figure 6 . For each benchmark, the intent of the user (in the form of examples) is fed into FlashFill (the intent disambiguation phase, which we refer to as Phase 1) to produce the program p 1 . As per the algorithm, p 1 is processed through the global search and the local search phases (henceforth referred to as Phases 2 and 3, respectively), in sequence, to obtain p 12 and p 123 . The Phase 2 ranking models for both objectives were hand written, with less than 1 person-day of development put into each of them. For the performance and readability objectives, we generate exactly 1 and 5 programs respectively in Phase 2.
For p 1 and p 123 , the value of the objective o 1 (baseline) and o 123 (QPBE) was measured. Further, the time to run Phase 1 was recorded as the standard PBE time t pbe , and the time to run Phase 2 and Phase 3 together was recorded as optimization time t opt -the total running time is t pbe + t opt .
In addition, we perform ablation studies by skipping Phase 1, Phase 2, and Phase 3. To measure the effect of skipping Phase 1, we measure the number of examples e 1 and e 2 required to converge to the user intent by Phase 1 and Phase 2, respectively. When skipping Phase 2 and Phase 3, we measure the objective function on the program p 13 (Phase 3 run directly on p 1 ) and p 12 as o 13 and only 2 by 50% or more. Most cases where performance decreases are due to the Phase 2 performance model being inaccurate with respect to real world performance. Of the 610 benchmarks where Algorithm 1 improves performance, the most spectacular improvement was a benchmark with 3400X improvement due to the replacement of multiple regex matching operation on long string inputs with a constant index and a string find operation. The remaining speed-ups were less than 300X. For performance, the median and average (geometric mean) improvement over baseline were 1.6X and 2.7X, respectively. Program size. For program size, Algorithm 1 showed improvement in 493 benchmarks and degradation in 13 benchmarks; 195 benchmarks had the same program size with both Algorithm 1 and FlashFill. Again, most of the degradation cases were due to the Phase 2 ranking model. For program size, the median and average improvement over baseline were 1.26X and 1.53X, respectively, with the maximum improvement being 20X.
RQ2: Importance of each phase. For Phase 1, the motivation presented was that standard PBE systems are optimized to converge to user's intent with as few examples as possible; while the same is not possible for synthesizers tuned for other objectives. To validate this intuition, we compare the number of examples e 1 and e 2 required by Phase 1 and Phase 2 running independently. For performance (resp. program size) objectives, we found that in 353 (resp. 364) of the 701 cases, the number of examples required by Phase 2 is greater than by Phase 1. This justifies the use of a separate Phase 1 to narrow down user intent.
To quantify the need for both Phases 2 and 3, we measure the effect of skipping either of these phases on the objective values of the optimized programs, i.e., we compare o 123 to o 13 Fig. 9 against baseline FlashFill time t pbe . As it can be seen, the overhead is generally close to the PBE time, with average and median overheads being 1.39X and 1.27X. While these numbers may seem large, the absolute overheads are quite small due to the baseline FlashFill being quite fast. In fact, the absolute median and average (arithmetic mean) overhead is 0.25 and 1.23 seconds, respectively, showing that efficiency of Algorithm 1 is still well within the realm of responsive user interfaces where PBE is typically used.
The experiments provide clear evidence that each of the three phases of Algorithm 1 contributes significantly in the process of solving the qPBE problem, while incurring acceptable overhead altogether.
Related Work
Smith et al. [20] have argued and shown experimental evidence for the significance of considering programs only in normal form (i.e., those not amenable to a further rewrite using a set of rewrite rules), thus pruning the search space and making it more tractable. We leverage the same observation by doing the program search over a reduced grammar optimized for PBE engine efficiency, but use rewrite rules in the opposite direction to lift the result to richer target languages.
Quantitative Synthesis Synthesis with quantitative objectives has been considered in several settings. Bloem et.al. [4] discuss the problem of synthesizing optimal solutions in the context of reactive systems, where the objectives are specified using weighted automata. Hu and D'Antoni [11] proposed a quantitative SyGuS framework that allows for expressing quantitative constraints over the desired solution from a weighted grammar. Their approach is to reduce the problem to a standard SyGuS problem over a richer non-weighted grammar that explicitly tracks weights using new non-terminals. In contrast, we propose a quantitative PBE framework that leverages the underlying PBE framework's ranking engine to cater to the quantitative objective, and uses rewrite rules to find better solutions outside the grammar of the PBE.
Chaudhuri et.al. [6] address the problem of synthesizing parameters in a program to satisfy given boolean and quantitative objectives. Their smoothed proof search technique reduces the problem to a series of unconstrained smooth optimization problems that are solved using numerical methods. D'Antoni et.al. [7] address the problem of synthesizing program repairs that meet a quantitative objective of being close to the original program in terms syntax or execution traces. Their technique is to encode the quantitative objective as a optimization constraint for the underlying Sketch synthesizer, which then uses an incremental search methodology. In contrast, we deal with synthesizing full programs and leverage symbolic deductive techniques to meet the quantitative objective.
Synthesis of Efficient Programs
One of the quantitative objectives that we discussed and experimented with is that of performance. Cerny et.al. [5] and Vechev et.al. [22] studied the problem of completing a partial program, by transforming and adding synchronization constructs so that worst-case or average case performance is optimized. While the goal here is similar to ours, that of catering to performance criterion during synthesis, the starting point (partial program instead of examples) and application (concurrency) are very different.
Another classical application of program synthesis in the context of performance has been in superoptimization, which is the task of synthesizing an optimal sequence of instructions that is semantically equivalent to a given piece of code [14] . Given the undecidability of checking semantic equivalence, superoptimization has been restricted to optimizing straight-line code fragments [2, 16] or more generally, loop bodies [3] . In contrast, we are able to deal with sophisticated string manipulating code involving complex operators by relaxing the semantic equivalence criterion to that of equivalence under a given precondition. Further, in qPBE, we solve for a double optimization criterion, that of both minimizing user interaction, as well as performance.
Various approaches to superoptimization include enumeration of instruction sequences [14, 16] , reduction to SAT/SMT constraint solving [10] , and searching over constrained spaces of equality-preserving transformations [12, 1] . Our rewrite rules can be seen as a relaxed (modulo inputs) version of semantics-preserving transformations, which can operate on rich data types including strings and regular expressions. Another key difference however is that we rely on a global search algorithm first, in addition to the local rewrite rules.
Stochastic superoptimization [19] uses a two-phase approach where the first phase finds algorithmically distinct solutions and the second phase finds efficient implementations. While there are similarities to our approach of finding "DSL distinct" solutions, followed by different "target language" implementations, the setting and the techniques involved are quite different.
Conclusion
There is growing interest in the area of PBE, thanks to technical advances and relevant applications. Advanced search algorithms have enabled synthesis of programs in real time, while new ranking techniques have enabled synthesis from a small number of examples. However, to broaden the reach of PBE technologies, we need to provide the users with more control on the nature of the synthesized program. These programs need to be in an appropriate target language to match a user's workflow, need to be concise/readable for easy modifiability and maintenance, and need to be efficient to avoid computational costs on big data. We capture these real-world requirements using the qPBE problem.
Our solution approach is modular and builds over advances in existing PBE systems. We have implemented our technique on top of an production-quality PBE system for the domain of data transformations. Our experimental results show significant benefits on top of an existing FlashFill implementation.
